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Media spaces



IBC Innovation Factory - DENMARK
Suspended acoustic ceilings - Architect: Schmidt Hammer Lassen architects - Installation: Ralbo ApS

The 5 key…

…CLIPSO® benefits
for walls and ceilings
in media spaces:

1. Acoustic benefit

2. Customisable

3. Large width

4. Extensive range

5. Installation speed

Ariel Corporation Auditorium - USA
Custom acoustic frames, colour ‘pepper’
Installation: Ketchum & Walton Co.

Council of Europe - FRANCE
White Acoustic Wall - Installation: ATOUDECOR



Cinema

In a cinema, good acoustics are essential, which require the skill 
and expertise that CLIPSO® can provide. Both your technical and 
aesthetic requirements will be met to ensure your viewers enjoy 
flawless sound in a pleasant environment. 

You can also opt for light fittings to ensure comfort and harmony 
in all your rooms.

Performance hall

Sound and light are the two main challenges 
for your performance hall. With CLIPSO®, you 

can combine acoustic performance and optimal 
brightness in one single covering. 

Perfect sound and colour LEDs that open you up 
to all possibilities of modulation and variation, 

offering you almost endless customisation 
solutions and helping you to win over artists and 

spectators alike.

CLIPSO® EXPERIENCE

CLIPSO® EXPERIENCE

Ravinia Concert Hall - USA - Thunder grey acoustic covering 
with black profiles - Installer: The Huff Company
Architect: BJC architects

Recording Studio - UNITED KINGDOM - White ceiling and 
pearl grey acoustic walls - Installation: ACOUSTIC GRG
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Library

Your ambition is to bring the calm and comfort necessary 
for concentration to a pleasant environment. For your 
library, the light-integrated acoustic boxes offered by 

CLIPSO® are the immediate solutions to your problems. 

They will give your visitors the feeling of serenity
you were looking for, both in terms of noise and 

decoration. 

Home cinema

A home cinema room is more than just a flat screen 
and speakers. A home cinema room is a room entirely 
dedicated to your media, completely personalised with 
our acoustic solutions ! 

Comfort, immersion, perfect acoustics, and even the 
installation of a traditional cinema panoramic scene are 
available to provide you with an exceptional experience.

CLIPSO® EXPERIENCE

AGRG Winchester School of Art - UNITED KINGDOM 
Custom acoustic frames, special colour: anthracite grey
Installation: Acoustic GRG

Auditorium (UNITED KINGDOM)
Acoustic frames and printed walls
Installation: ACOUSTIC GRG
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Head office : 5 rue de l’Eglise • F-68800 VIEUX-THANN • Tél. : +33 (0)3 89 37 10 84 • E-mail : contact@clipso.com


